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Biosignatures for
Astrobiology
Provides a state-of-the-art overview of the timely topic of biosignatures
Serves as key book to understand biosignatures from interdisciplinary
perspectives
Edited and authored by experienced scientists active in astrobiology
Includes a chapter on specific biosignatures providing a definition, describing
methodology and offering an outlook to future development
This book aims at providing a brief but broad overview of biosignatures. The topics addressed
range from prebiotic signatures in extraterrestrial materials to the signatures characterising
extant life as well as fossilised life, biosignatures related to space, and space flight
instrumentation to detect biosignatures either in situ or from orbit. The book ends with
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philosophical reflections on the implications of life elsewhere. In the 15 chapters written by an
interdisciplinary team ofexperts, it provides both detailed explanations on the nature of
biosignatures as well as useful case studies showing how they are used and identified in
ancient rocks, for example. One case study addresses the controversial finding of traces of
fossil life in a meteorite from Mars. The book will be of interest not only to astrobiologists but
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also to terrestrial paleontologists as well as any reader interested in the prospects of finding a
second example of life on another planet.
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